taken over and managed by Capital so that my usefulness might be inde-
finitely extended. Later the original corporation was somewhat extended
by Harold McCcrmick and Mr. George Parker, And Charlie Morgan came
forward as a volunteer, and interested a few others. But I wouldn't haye
liked the sound of this immunity on such terms if it were true.
As a matter of fact a few staunch friends, Mr. Martin at their head, had
invested what money they could, and some of them at a sacrifice to them-
selves, to save me for any future usefulness at Taliesin, merely using
'incorporation' as a legitimate means to secure their loans by owning
Taliesin and mv earning-capacity. They owned all the corporation's pre-
ferred stock. I owned the common stock which could have no value until
the preferred stock was paid up.
The corporation paid up, non-assessable, had no capital whatever, nor
any means of getting any, except as my earning-capacity could produce it.
And unless I could carry on from this point of incorporation there was no
point whatever in incorporation. I and mine would starve, and the stock-
holders of course would lose their money.
Now appeared a singular reaction. I could get no life insurance any-
where. Sound and acceptable in every physical requirement, but—'too
much publicity'.
But before the final return to Taliesin was effected, one more act in the
cheap drama of 'legality'—divertissement. We were discovered by the
persecution in our little cottage on the beach at La Jolla. In our absence
the 'outraged wife' from whom I had had 'absolute* divorce for nearly a
year, invaded the premises. Smashed up the interior. Appropriated what
she liked.
She then went into court at San Diego in the practiced role of * outraged
wife', 'absolute* divorce notwithstanding, and swore out a warrant for
'immorality' on the part of eher husband'.
Another story went broadcast. And by the present arrangement of
'absolute* divorce I was legally financing these various legal strangle-
holds, public entertainments and other insane private aggressions to enter-
tain readers of the daily newspapers.
Instead of allowing me to use my reputation as an architect myself, in
order to earn a living, publishers were capitalizing it in headlines for news
to profit themselves.
The fact that I had made a wide reputation as an architect was all but
ruining me in the circumstances. Were I obscure or a nonentity I should
have been left in peace. So, after all, I was being shown up and plucked
solely because of what I had myself built up by painstaking labour with
same degree of success during a stormy twenty-two years.
Shortly after my marriage* to Olgivanna, which took place quietly at
Santa Fe following the year of probation which had followed the absolute
<Kvp$eb tMs sort of crazy exploitation ended with a final move by the per-
secutkwa—at Milwaukee.
Miriam Nodi, mm on her way to Paris, reached Milwaukee encouraged
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